A Rain of Fishes.

DURING a recent thunder-storm at Winter Park, Fla., a number of fish fell with the rain. They were small fish from two to four inches long. It is supposed that they were taken up by a water-sput from Lake Virginia, and carried westward by the strong wind that was blowing at the time. The distance from the lake to the place where they fell is about a mile.

JOSEPH LECONTE.

Among the Publishers.

MACMILLAN & CO. have published a brief biography of the late English anatomist, William Kitchen Parker, written by his son T. Jeffery Parker. It begins with an account of his birth and early life on his father's farm, and then of his schooling and apprenticeship, first to an apothecary and afterwards to a surgeon. With his strong inclination for biological studies, it was natural that he should choose medicine as his profession; but it is evident, as indeed his biographer admits, that he had no great love for his profession and only moderate success in the practice of it. His prime interests in life, apart from his family, were two things not often found in conjunction at the present day, science and Wesleyan religion; and he seems to have been equally devoted to both and to have found no incompatibility between the two. In biology he was largely self-taught; but a few discerning friends saw that he was capable of important original work, and assisted him in the prosecution of such work. He became a member of the Zoological Society and afterwards a fellow of the Royal Society; but the position that proved the most useful to him was the Hunterian professorship of anatomy and physiology in the Royal College of Surgeons, because it not only gave him the opportunity to lecture on his favorite subjects, but also added to his otherwise moderate income. His principal scientific work, his researches on the skull, is described in some length in this book, and there are brief notices of his other studies and a bibliography of all his published works. His principal fault as a scientific writer, his son thinks, was his complicated style; his topics being arranged in a disorderly way and his sentences hastily constructed. Yet biologists will doubtless echo the words of the Royal Society that he was "an unworlily seeker after truth ... whose beneficent influence will ever be felt in a wide-spread and advancing science."
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Dr. J. C. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa., says: "I have used it as a general tonic, and in particular in the debility and dyspepsia of overworked men, with satisfactory results."

Descriptive pamphlet free.
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Science.

they seem smaller, and since distant objects also seem smaller, they will seem more distant.

There are two objections to this explanation. 1. The accommodation is for the distance of the real object, as is proved by the distinctness. Why, then, should the object seem farther? 2. Again, distant objects seem smaller only because their retinal images are smaller; but this is not so in the case under consideration.

In justification of his view, Mr. Bostwick says that "in monocular vision an object appears distant or near according as the eye is fixed respectively on something nearer or something beyond it." I am familiar with the fact here referred to, but in this case the appearance of greater or lesser distance is so imperfect that it can hardly be called estimate. It may seem farther or nearer almost at will. It is a matter of fancy, not a sober certainty of rational judgment. In fact, there is no ground for forming any judgment.

Although Mr. Bostwick speaks of his estimate of the distance of the phantom as "distinct," yet I cannot but think that, for want of complete dissociation of the axial and focal adjustment of the image the image is not quite sharp; and that, if he got the same sharp, realistic image which I get, he would see the distance as I see it. Of course, there is no disputing about how things seem to different observers any more than there is about tastes; but nevertheless, there are some things which are normal and reducible to intelligible law, and some not. Mr. Bostwick's case may be abnormal, but I think probably not. I well know how illusive binocular phenomena are. He will, I am sure, pardon me for thinking that with more practice in experiments of this kind he will come to see things as others see them.

BERKELEY, CAL., MAY 27.

JOSEPH LECONTE.

Exchanges.

[Freely change to all, if not satisfactory character.

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 844 Broadway, New York.]"
THE American Bell Telephone COMPANY.
125 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS.

This Company owns the Letters-Patent No. 156,787, granted to Alexander Graham Bell, January 30th, 1877, the scope of which has been defined by the Supreme Court of the United States in the following terms:

'The patent itself is for the mechanical structure of an electric telephone to be used to produce the electrical action on which the first patent rests. The third claim is for the use in such instruments of a diaphragm, made of a plate of iron or steel, or other material capable of inductive action; the fifth, of a permanent magnet constructed as described with a coil upon the end or ends nearest the plate; the sixth, of a sounding box as described; the seventh, of a speaking or hearing tube as described for conveying the sounds; and the eighth, of a permanent magnet and plate combined. The claim is not for these several things in and of themselves, but for an electric telephone in the construction of which these things or any of them are used.'

This Company also owns Letters-Patent No. 463,569, granted to Emile Berliner, November 17, 1891, for a combined Telegraph and Telephone, and controls Letters-Patent No. 474,331, granted to Thomas A. Edison, May 2, 1892, for a Speaking Telegraph, which cover fundamental inventions and embrace all forms of microphone transmitters and of carbon telephones.
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For Rheumatism, Etc.
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Case One dozen Half-Gallon Bottles, $4.50.
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MINERALS.

New Store.
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LIGHTNING DESTROYS!

Shall it be your house or a pound of copper?
Entirely new departure in protecting buildings from lightning.
One hundred feet of the Hodges Patent Lightning Dispeller (made under patents of N. D. C. Hodges, Editor of Science) will be sent, prepaid, to any address, on receipt of five dollars.

Correspondence solicited. Agents wanted.
AMERICAN LIGHTNING PROTECTION CO.
574 Broadway, New York City.

Fact and Theory Papers

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CONSUMPTION. By GODFREY W. HAMILTON, M.D.
II. THE SOCIETY AND THE "FAD." By APPLINTON MORGAN, Esq.
III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE By C. F. COX.
IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-COLUMBIAN TIMES. By JOHN THOMAS.
V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. HAZEN.
VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTROW.
VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. By MARY TAYLOR RUSSELL.

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher.
92 Broadway, New York.

QUERY.

Can any reader of Science cite a case of lightning stroke in which the dissipation of a small conductor (one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, say,) has failed to protect between two horizontal planes passing through its upper and lower ends respectively? Plenty of cases have been found which show that when the conductor is dissipated the building is not injured to the extent explained (for many of these see volumes of Philosophical Transactions at the time when lightning was attracting the attention of the Royal Society), but not an exception is yet known, although this query has been published far and wide among electricians.

First inserted June 19, 1891. No response to date.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 BROADWAY, N. Y.

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES.
10% DISCOUNT.

We will allow the above discount to any subscriber to Science who will send us an order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting each at its full price.

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y.

"BUSY FOLKS' GYMNASIUM."

A few minutes' daily exercise on our fascinating apparatus clears the brain, tones up the body, develops weak parts. Our cabinet contains chest weights, rowing-weights, lifting-weights, clubs and dumb-bells, adjustable for old and young. It is the only complete exercising outfit in the world suitable for use in living rooms. All prices. You can order on approval. Chest machine separate, $4.50 and up. Educated agents wanted. PHYSICAL CULTURE ONLY, with illustrated directions for developing every part of the body healthfully, 50 cts. Sent for half price to those naming this paper.
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